Primary aldosteronism as an endocrinological challenge – old doubts and new diagnostic possibilities
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ABSTRACT

Hypertension constitutes a common clinical problem worldwide. In fact, a systematic increase in its detection is predicted in the following years, with early detection, accurate diagnosis and effective treatment of hypertension being a priority. The most common endocrinological cause of hypertension is primary aldosteronism. What is more, elevated aldosterone levels cause a deterioration in blood pressure normalization, diabetes, and significantly increase cardiovascular risk. There are two distinct causes of primary aldosteronism – aldosterone producing adenoma (APA), as well as bilateral adrenal hyperplasia (BAH) and proper differentiation between APA and BAH has clinical implications. In the case of the former adrenalectomy is advised, whereas the latter is followed by introduction of proper pharmacotherapy with aldosterone antagonists (spironolactone, eplerenone).
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Introduction – epidemiology of hypertension

Hypertension is a common, serious clinical problem which currently affects about 1 billion patients worldwide. Global prognoses indicate further systematic increase in the affected population exceeding 1.56 billion in 2025 [1]. Furthermore, hypertension constitutes a challenge for health care all over the world and its early detection and effective treatment are a priority.

The majority of cases, about 90–95%, are described as primary hypertension, therefore it is not possible to precisely determine its etiology. Hence, the unfortunate name of idiopathic hypertension. On the other hand, over 40 causes of secondary hypertension have been identified up to date, including ones with an endocrinological background, the most common being hypertension with primary aldosteronism, but also others such as hyper- and hypothyroidism, hypercortisolism, hyperparathyroidism or pheochromocytoma [3].

Taking into consideration the fact that 20–30% of patients are diagnosed with resistant hypertension, it seems obvious and necessary to seek for the underlying cause. This in turn provides a chance for an individualized patient approach and allows for effective treatment [4].

Clinical manifestations and etiopathogenesis of primary aldosteronism

Primary aldosteronism (PA) is now considered to be the most common and potentially reversible secondary cause of hypertension which causes about 5 – 13% cases of hypertension [5–7]. It is estimated that an excess of aldosterone occurs in 5 to 40% cases of
hypertension [8–10]. According to some authors, this phenomenon can no longer be called an epidemic [11–13] and, on the contrary Galati SJ et al. suggest that many patients still remain undiagnosed [14].

In the literature, primary aldosteronism (PA) is also referred to as Conn syndrome [15]. It is clinically manifested by fatigue and periodic skeletal muscles weakness, hipokaliemia and metabolic alkalosis. The description of the syndrome from 1955, is frequently considered to be the first published one, although 2 years prior to its publication, two cases of PA hypertension were presented by a Polish practitioner Michał Lityński [16].

Until recently, the coincidence of adrenal tumor with resistant hypertension and spontaneous hypokalemia were treated as clear indication of primary aldosteronism. However, in the past 60 years since PA was first described, a number of discoveries have been made which frequently contradict the original assumptions related to the condition.

**Diagnostic difficulties in primary aldosteronism differentiation**

It is currently believed that the most common causes of PA are bilateral adrenal hyperplasia (BAH), which constitutes about 60% of cases, and aldosterone producing adenoma (APA), aka. aldosteronoma, which adds up to 40%. What is interesting, until recently the ratio had been believed to be quite the opposite, with APA causing two-thirds of PA cases [17]. However, scientific advancement has facilitated a breakthrough in determining PA etiopathogenesis.

Interestingly, with the increased availability of imaging techniques (especially computed tomography, CT) numerous doubts have arisen concerning the differentiation between the causes of PA. They point to the fact that adrenal adenoma imaging in a patient with hypertension and hypokalemia is not decisive in aldosteronoma diagnosis. In fact, there is a possibility of imaging a non-functioning adenoma (NFA) instead of a real underlying cause, i.e. a contralaterally located microadenoma, which was not revealed in the CT [18].

Young WF et al. analyzed 203 PA patients. They showed that proper differentiation between APA and BAH was performed only in 53% of cases. As a result of biochemical and imaging analysis, 20% of patients would be incorrectly disqualified from adrenalectomy, whereas in another 25% the surgery type would be improper. Diagnostic difficulties are further enhanced by the fact that aldosteronomas are frequently microadenomas (with a diameter < 1 cm); thus, failure to present them in the CT with concomitant clinical hyperaldosteronism manifestations may incorrectly imply hyperaldosteronism [19].

Reliable diagnosis associated with definite lateralization of hormonally active lesions has been possible since 1967, when adrenal venous sampling (AVS) was introduced. Unfortunately, it is a difficult and invasive method, especially due to the anatomical limitations (mainly small size of the right suprarenal vein) and the catheterization of both veins in order to compare the results. Moreover, it is available only in very few medical centers. The Mayo Clinic experience shows that AVS procedures allow for an accurate diagnosis in 95.5% of cases, whereas diagnosis based exclusively on the biochemical and imaging tumor assessment is correct only in 58.6% of patients [20].

The authors point out that surprisingly only 25% of the Mayo Clinic patients consents to AVS; the remaining 75% choose pharmacotherapy. Artl W. et al. additionally stress that even in the most advanced centers, the percentage of successful AVS procedures is not higher than 40–70%, mainly because of anatomical limitations in the course of procedure [21].

**Variety of clinical manifestations in primary aldosteronism**

Research conducted in recent years has shown that PA is also present in normotensive patients [22–25], as well as those with mild to moderate hypertension without concomitant hypokalemia. The Italian researchers’ study on a large number of 1125 patients indicate that a large percentage of patients shows PA independent of normokalemia. In fact, hypokalemia was diagnosed in 48% of APA patients and 16.9% of idiopathic hyperaldosteronism patients (IHA).

Furthermore, aldosteronoma is diagnosed more frequently in centers where AVS is available. In such cases the APA to IHA ratio is 62.5% to 37.5% respectively. On the other hand, in the centers where AVS is not accessible the APA to IHA ratio is 35% to 65% respectively [27].

Numerous researchers stress the incidence of primary aldosteronism in hypertensive patients without concomitant hypokalemia. According to some authors, it points to the necessity of widening PA screening to both normokalemic and normotensive patients [28–30]. On the other hand, Kaplan NM points out...
that the moderate hypertension (with RR values of 160–180 mmHg/100–110 mmHg) includes up to 25% of hypertensive patients, whereas an adrenal incidentaloma is misdiagnosed for aldosteronoma in only 1% of cases of adrenal incidentaloma [31, 32].

Adrenal incidentalomas (AI) have become another fundamental issue. According to the literature, PA is diagnosed in adrenal incidentaloma patients in 1.6–3% of cases [33, 34]. However, due to many limitations and difficulty in maintaining conditions necessary for proper diagnosis of aldosteronemia, as well as doubts concerning proper cut-off point in the aldosterone to renin ratio (ARR), the influence of various drug groups and clinical states on the ARR interpretation must be taken into account [35]. Moreover, in women both aldosterone and ARO levels strictly correlate with the phase of the menstrual cycle which induces elevated aldosterone level (> 15 ng/ml), as well as PA overdiagnosis. It is the case in 30% of female patients in the 7th day of cycle, and it increases even to 70% in the 21st day [36, 37]. Ahmed AH et al. suggest the need of establishing separate norms and cut-off points not only for men and women, but also for individual menstrual cycle phases [38].

Hyeraldosteronism’s clinical implications

The diagnosis and effective treatment of PA is even more important in terms of increased occurrence of cardiovascular incidents, strokes and arrhythmias in PA patients. As it turns out, PA patients are more at risk of a myocardial infarct than those suffering from essential hypertension (EH), with the PA to EH ratio of 20% to 8% respectively. They are also more prone to sustain a stroke or transient ischemic attack (11% PA vs. 3% EH), to have arrhythmias (15% PA vs. 3% EH), as well as to suffer from chronic lower limb ischemia (65% PA vs. 2% EH) [39].

Numerous analyses indicate a more common incidence of pre-diabetic states and type 2 diabetes in PA patients than in cases of obese and/or with essential hypertension patients [40, 41, 42]. Modern medical knowledge clearly states that undiagnosed or ineffectually treated PA definitely deteriorates maintaining sugar levels and increases albuminuria which constitutes an independent cardiovascular risk factor [43, 44]. Many clinical research points out to adverse metabolic profile observed in PA patients. In fact, they have shown a lower adiponectin concentration, higher resistin and leptin levels, as well as increased insulin resistance [42, 45–47]. Additionally, in comparison to essential hypertension patients, PA patients run the risk of accelerated development of cardiac remodeling, i.e. thickening and increased mass of the left ventricle muscle [48, 49]. The above mentioned conclusions may partially account for an increased cardiometabolic risk in comparison with essential hypertension (ES), as well as higher mortality rates observed in these patients [50].

Aldosterone activates mineralocorticoid receptors (MR) found in the heart, blood vessels and the brain. Additionally, the biological effect of their stimulation are heart and blood vessels fibrosis, pro-arrhythmogenic and pro-inflammatory action, as well as vascular endothelium damage which, as a consequence, increases the risk of cardiovascular system disorders [51].

Vast variety of aldosterone mechanisms

In recent years, the dependence between elevated aldosterone level and hemostatic disorders leading to the increased risk of thromboembolic incidents has been shown. It was observed that aldosterone impairs vascular endothelium function and fibrinolysis, as well as increases oxidative stress. Furthermore, in the experimental arterial thrombosis rat-models it has been proven that long-term aldosterone administration increases the thrombotic process [52]. Pro-thrombotic aldosterone action is complex and depends on the activation of the primary hemostasis, pro-coagulation and antifibrinolytic activity, as well as a decrease in nitric oxide bioavailability and an increase in oxidative stress. What is more, hormone effects were not fully removed after mineralocorticoid receptor blockade thus implying the role of alternative mechanisms in the hormone pro-coagulation activity [53].

It was claimed that aldosterone, similarly to other steroid hormones, acts only through specific cytoplasmic mineralocorticoid receptor MR. In view of recent data, the theory regarding non-genomic (local) aldosterone action has become more relevant. The aforementioned action has been confirmed in many experimental models in various cell types, such as vascular smooth muscle cells, lymphocytes, and endothelial cells [54, 55]. Furthermore, aldosterone has become more important than expected in the cardiovascular system pathology, as a local messenger. Addition-
ally, the majority of experimental data indicate that non-genomic (local) aldosterone activity is visible within a few minutes and is not blocked by traditional MR receptor antagonists (spironolactone, canrenone and eplerenone) [56, 57, 58]. Therefore, the role of new membrane receptors is alleged, as well as alternative routes associated with the activity of potassium ions, angiotensin II or the activation of glucocorticoid receptor [59].

Due to the MR receptor presence in the adipose tissue and the vascular endothelium, earlier administration of mineralocorticoid receptor antagonists is advisable in PA patients [60, 61, 62]. Since primary aldosteronism has multifold and serious consequences, some authors included the MR receptor antagonists as a first line treatment [63], even in patients with mild and moderate hypertension [64].

In addition, comparative studies are carried out aimed to verify which of the MR receptor antagonists (spironolactone or eplerenone) is more effective. Some authors suggest a better hypotensive effect of spironolactone in PA patients [65], others did not observe any difference in the hypotensive effect [66].

“Lost subtype” of primary hyperaldosteronism

Research conducted by Spath M and Willenberg HS shows that although some adrenal adenomas are classified as aldosteronoma, they actually also overproduce cortisol. Thus, the comorbidty of hyperaldosteronism and subclinical hypercortisolemia is referred to as primary aldosteronism/subclinical Cushing syndrome (PA/SCS). As a consequence, it may make the PA diagnosis difficult, and at the same time cause cortisol deficiency following adrenalectomy. The authors indicate that aldosterone– and cortisol-co-secreting tumor should be suspected in case of any patient with a tumor >2.5cm, partial suppression in dexamethasone suppression test and or increased corticosteroid excretion in urine. The authors refer to such combination of symptoms as the “lost subtype of primary aldosteronism” [67, 69].

The aforementioned problem may affect even 10% of PA patients which indicates SCS screening in every PA case [69]. These observations are confirmed by Hiraishi K et al. They carried out an analysis of 38 patients with PA – in 21% (8/38 patients) they recognized the coexistence of PA / SCS. These patients were older, adrenal tumors were of larger size, presented higher levels of kalemia and lower levels of serum aldosterone. Moreover, six of them require replacement after corticosteroid therapy adrenalectomy [70, 71].

On the other hand, some contradictory opinions have also appeared. In fact, Markou A et al. concluded that elevated aldosterone serum levels may also be observed in hypertensive patients without PA, and they result from glomerular zone increased response to the ACTH excessive stimulation. These patients also benefit from the MR antagonist treatment [72].

Imaging limitations in aldosteronomia

In case of difficult AVS availability, doubtful imaging diagnosis as well as bilateral lesions and/or lack of patient’s consent for invasive treatment, scintigraphy with iodomethyl-norcotesterol (NP-59) may be considered aimed at hormonally active lesion lateralization [73]. The analysis of the research conducted between 1979–2003, where the total of 686 patients were included, presented NP-59 scintigraphy sensitivity at the level of 86%, specificity – 78%, and accuracy – 82% [74]. As a result, this method was considered valuable in the surgery qualification [75].

Nevertheless, its limitations should also be considered. Due to the examination’s low resolution and the overlapping activity of the liver and/or the intestines, it is not useful in terms of microadenomas and adenomas with the diameter < 1.5 cm. At the same time, it requires special preparation of the patient in order to obtain optimal uptake of radiotracer which includes discontinuation of the angiotensin II receptor blocker (ARB), angiotensin-converting-enzyme inhibitors (ACE-I), as well as diuretics in 4–6 weeks prior to the examination according to a given protocol [76].

New updates

New information concerning a newly discovered rare PA form has recently surfaced in the literature, described as a surgically treatable unilateral adrenal hyperplasia (UAH). Goh BK et al. analyzed 30 described patients suffering from UAH, hypertension, hypokalemia and elements of primary aldosteronism who were successfully treated by means of unilateral adrenalectomy [77].

Moreover, new data have been emerging regarding the association between PA and level of parathormone concentration (PTH). In fact, this phenomenon resembles a vicious circle, i.e. aldosterone increases the parathyroid hormone secretion by binding with mineralocorticoid receptors (MR) found in the parathyroid cells,
whereas PTH directly stimulates aldosterone synthesis in the adrenal cells glomerular zone. PTH increases the risk of cardiovascular damage by binding with PTH receptor (PTHR) present in cardiomyocytes and vascular smooth muscle cells. Additionally, by its pro-inflammatory activity PTH may increase the cardiovascular damage. MR antagonist therapy combined with angiotensin-converting-enzyme inhibitors (ACE-I) suppress the mutual dependence [78, 79].

Zhang LX et al. observed that the measurement of PTH may be vital for aldosteronoma diagnosis. 142 patients with adrenal tumor were qualified for the research and in 84 cases APA was diagnosed, whereas in 58 patients a non-functioning adenoma (NFA) was found. Furthermore, PTH level was significantly increased, while the level of calcium and phosphates was considerably decreased in APA patients as compared to NFA cases. In addition, the tilt test revealed that a change in PTH concentration (Δ PTH) was greater in APA patients than in NFA patients. The author presents an additional auxiliary tool in APA diagnosis, i.e. measuring both PTH at the baseline level and in the tilt test in cases where primary aldosteronism is suspected [80].

Due to a still growing number of NT patients, as well as constant development in data regarding secondary hypertension, including PA, PA itself should be considered each time a hypertensive patient is treated. The correct diagnosis of the underlying cause of hypertension allows for effective treatment or at least improvement. As a consequence, it enhances patient cooperation and results in better long-term treatment effects.

Limitations of the biochemical and imaging examinations in the PA diagnosis may result in the decrease in the incidence of misdiagnoses, both false-positive, and false-negative. Despite a number of doubts, it is necessary and beneficial to make attempts at accurate diagnoses, as well as to initiate adequate treatment. What is more, owing to the analyzes conducted on 5 continents, it is known that the majority of treated patients are cured or achieve clinical improvement, respectively: 55% to 45% (Brisbane), 70% to 30% (Santiago), 65% to 35% (Torino), 33% to 66% (Rochester), 40% to 55% (Singapore) [10]. The aforementioned observations indicate an urgent and inevitable need to optimize the biochemical diagnosis (aldosterone, ARO, PRA), as well as PA imaging. Moreover, due to the visible limitations of the latter, also a wider access to adrenal venous sampling procedure is necessary.

Summary

40 causes of secondary hypertension have been recognized up to date, where primary aldosteronism constitutes the most common reversible cause, present in 5–13% of hypertensive patients.

The most common causes of PA are bilateral adrenal hyperplasia (60% of cases), and aldosterone producing adenoma aka. aldosteronoma (40%). However, imaging an adrenal adenoma during imaging examination in a hypertensive and hypokalemic patient does not correspond to diagnosing aldosteronoma. In fact, it is difficult to make a correct diagnosis due to the increasing number of incidentalomas (the possibility of imaging a non-functioning adenoma), as well as to the possibility of normokalemia and normotension in PA patients. Correct qualification of PA adenoma patients to adrenalectomy eliminates and/ or markedly limits the adverse reactions to increased aldosterone level. Reliable functioning lesion lateralization has been possible since 1967 when adrenal venous sampling was introduced. Nevertheless, due to anatomical limitations and technical difficulties it is available only in very few medical centers.

In addition, the concomitance of increased aldosterone level and hemostatic disorders was described, including vascular endothelium damage, fibrinolysis impairment and increased oxidative stress. As a consequence, it influences the increased occurrence of cardiovascular incidents, cerebral strokes and arrhythmia in PA patients when compared to patients suffering from essential hypertension.

Due to a multifold serious consequences of hyperaldosteronism, sooner administration of mineralocorticoid receptor antagonists in the treatment of PA patients was recommended, even in cases of mild and moderate hypertension. Recent research has pointed to a possible comorbidity of hyperaldosteronism with subclinical hypercortisolemia (“the lost subtype of primary aldosteronism”). It is also referred to as primary aldosteronism/subclinical Cushing syndrome (PA/SCS) which makes the diagnosis difficult, and may be the cause of cortisol deficiency following adrenalectomy.

Numerous attempts at the differentiation of non-functioning adenomas and aldosteronomas are made. The association between PA and increased levels of parathyroid hormone (PTH) was observed. In fact, it resembles a vicious cycle which contributes to earlier damage of the cardiovascular system by means of binding with PTH receptor (PTHR), present in cardiomyocytes and vascular smooth muscle cells. Thera-
py based on MR antagonists and angiotensin-converting enzyme inhibitors results in the suppression of the mutual dependence.

The limitations of biochemical and imaging examinations imply the necessity of better access to adrenal venous sampling procedure. Proper qualification of aldosteronoma patients following adrenalectomy results in higher percentage of cured patients or achieving clinical improvement.
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